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Why?



Why think about design? 



Why think about design? 
Design matters.



Wikimedia Commons



Why think about design? 
Design communicates.



Why think about design? 
Design communicates.
Design engages.



The paradox of effective design



The paradox of effective design

© Warner Brothers

“ Pay no attention 
to that man 
behind the 
curtain!”



Okay, where to begin?



Okay, where to begin?

“What is my message?”
“Who is my audience?”



A far from comprehensive look  
at nuts-and-bolts best practices



A far from comprehensive look  
at nuts-and-bolts best practices

or

Just because you can,  
doesn’t mean you should.



© The Onion



Typography

Don’t  or use 
Comic Sans or Papyrus.

And limit your typefaces.



Typography

One or two spaces  
after a period?



Typography

This is an example of variable-width type.

This is an example of monospaced type.



TypographyOnce upon a time, most text was typed on typewriters 
with monospaced characters.  It made sense then to 
have double spaces after a period.  It was necessary 
for readability.

Modern word processing has changed matters. A single space after a  
period is now correct and appropriate. Double spaces are too much, and 
actually hinder readability. 



Line length

or

Yael shakes her fist at NSF  
and machine readers.



If possible, a good rule of 
thumb is 65 characters per 
line (including spaces).

Science communication is part of a scientist’s everyday life, and in order to be an effective scientist, one must be an effective communicator. 
Scientists must give talks, write papers and proposals, communicate with a variety of audiences, and educate others. In this session, we will 
explore the goals and objectives of effective scientific communication. Lines of text that are excessively long are difficult for the eye to follow, 
negatively impacting readability. How can we as funders do our part to equip our grantees with the tools and resources to become effective 
communicators and ambassadors for their important work? 



Strive for visual cohesion.

typography
color palette
style of imagery



Introduce visual hierarchy.
size
font
weight
capping
color
spacing
visual texture
white space

READ THIS FIRST

This becomes secondary, but is still
emphasized. It’s not unimportant. Visual hierarchy 
allows for much more content to be communicated and 
comprehended. There are lots of ways of introducing and 
exploring this approach to the visual communication of 
any type of content. 

It’s the initial bit of narrative that you’ll absorb. The eye 
is drawn to it by its placement, but also by the use of a 
prominent heading that precedes the text. 



Be conscious of rights  
and permissions.

Don’t be this person.

“Oh, it’s fine to use.  
I found it on Google.”



Word clouds



Word clouds
(usually, don’t.)



Science 331 (2011)



Okay, what next? 



Audience engagement

“This matters to me, personally!”



Consider storytelling.



Why storytelling? 
Storytelling humanizes. 

And the human element is 
where research all begins,  
and where it all ends. 



Can you make a connection?



Can you make a connection?
Then make a connection. 



Make a connection. 



Make a connection. 

Eos 96, 10 (2015); EPA/Diego Azubel



Make a connection. 



Make a connection. 

Science 328, 777 (2010); Adam Nadel



Make a connection. 



Make a connection. 

Science 328, 393 (2010); Nina Leen/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images



Metaphors:  
approachable and memorable.



CC BY 2.5 Rich Niewiroski Jr/www.projectrich.com/gallery
CC BY-SA 2.5 Ute Kraus, Physics education group Kraus, Universität Hildesheim



NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS
CC BY-SA 3.0 Ingfbruno via Wikimedia Commons



Explore visual metaphor. 



Science 328, 1193 (2010)

Explore visual metaphor. 



And yes, YOU CAN.



Embrace simplicity.



Embrace simplicity.
And humor.



Embrace simplicity.
And humor.
Sometimes together.



Embrace simplicity.
And humor.
Sometimes together.

http://xkcd.com/1133/



http://xkcd.com/1133/



Simplicity is powerful.



Simplicity is powerful.
Simplify the jargon  
to tell the story.



Resist the urge to collage. 
More is not more!



© T. White, 2008

A. ramidus



Science 326, 1 (2009); image © T. White, 2008

A. ramidus



Apply these concepts  
to graphical abstracts.



Journal of Clinical Investigation



Consider the tone.



Science 336, 818 (2012); Thinkstock



Science 336, 818 (2012); Thinkstock
Hal Mayforth



Can you create a story arc? 



Science 342 (2013); Randall Munroe



Science 325, 1647 (2009)



Or have a picture replace  
1,000 words? 



Florian Schulz, www.visionsofthewild.com



“Limitations” aren’t limiting. 



Woodrow Wilson Center Press/Johns Hopkins University Press



Consider color.  



Eos 96, 15 (2015); iStock.com/Nadeika



Science 337 (2012)



Consider color.  
And consider those who can’t. 





Consider color.  
And consider those who can’t. 

Design accordingly, and always employ  
color vision deficiency simulation tools. 

Adobe Creative Suite
www.colororacle.org
www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator



A parting thought: 

 Collaborate.



Thank you!
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